Abstract: The secondary structure elements and the folding topology of the DNA-binding domain of mouse interferon regulatory factor 2 [IRF-2(113)] were determined by heteronuclear multidimensional NMR spectroscopy. The sequential NOE (nuclear Overhauser effect) connectivities indicated the presence of three ac helical regions and four short /3-strands connected by relatively long loops. The long range NOES indicated the four strands form an antiparallel /3-sheet and the three r-helices form a bundle on the sheet. The arrangement of the secondary structure elements and the overall folding topology resemble those of the DNA binding domains of bacterial activator CAP, heat shock transcription factors and fork-head family transcription factors, although there is no sequence homology among them.
Introduction. Two transcription factors are known to regulate the expression of the type I interferon (IFN) and IFN inducible genes. l~ They are interferon regulatory factor-1 (IRF-1), an activator, and IRF-2, its antagonistic repressor.2~'3~ Each factor binds to the specific target promoter sequences of the IFN-a and -/3 genes as well as IFN-inducible genes. They are structurally similar, particularly in the amino-terminal region, which confers the DNA binding character. The DNA binding domain of IRF-2 is located in the N-terminal region, which consists of 112 amino acid residues, and binds to the consensus base sequence.4~ The amino acid sequence of this DNA binding domain does not show apparent homology with other transcription factors containing known DNA binding motifs (helix-turn-helix (HTH), basic-leucine zipper (bZip), Zn-finger, etc.). Therefore, interferon regulatory factors may have a unique structure which is characteristic of the IRF family.
In this communication, we report the determination of the secondary structure of the IRF-2(113) protein and the folding topology of the secondary structure determined by the analysis of heteronuclear multidimensional NMR. The obtained secondary structure elements do not show a typical HTH motif, but the overall folding topology resembles to that of the DNA binding domain of bacterial cyclic AMP binding protein (CAP) which contains a typical HTH motif. This is the first experimental evidence for the structure of interferon regulatory factors.
Materials and methods. Uniformly 15N-labeled recombinant mouse IRF-2(113) was expressed in BL21(DE3) cells in M9 medium with 15NH4C1 as the sole nitrogen source, and the uniformly 15N/13C-doubly labeled protein was expressed in M9 medium with 15NH4C1 and [13C6]D-glucose as the nitrogen and carbon sources. The purification procedure was described in the previous paper.4~
For titration with DNA, two strands of 12 by DNA (dGAAAGTGAAAGT and dACTTTCACTTTC) were synthesized to form a duplex which corresponds to the consensus sequence of the binding site.5~
All NMR spectra were recorded at 25°C, pH 5.5, using a Bruker AMX-500 spectrometer equipped with an H-X inverse probe or a triple-resonance 'H(15N, '3C) probe for 1H detection. Several types of heteronuclear 2D and 3D experiments were performed. Sequential assignments were completed mainly through the combined use of the 3D CT-HNCA and HN(CO)CA, HCACO, HNC06~ and HN(CA)C07~ experiments. For the main chain, 94% NMR detectable resonances were assigned, and for the side chains 90% of the proton resonances could be assigned. The detailed chemical shifts and NMR assignments will be given elsewhere.8
Results. The sequential NOE connectivities were obtained from 3D 1H-15N(13C) NOESY-HSQC9~"0~ and 1H-15N HMQC-NOESY-HMQC11~ spectra. The results are summarized in Figure 1 . In this figure, we can identify the location of the secondary structure elements in IRF-2(113). From the N terminal, the arrangement of the secondary structures is a helix (al), turn, f3-strand (f31), turn, f3-strand (f32), long extended loop, a-helix (a2), loop or turn, a helix (a3), f3-strand (f33), loop, and f3-strand (f34).
The short and long range NOE networks showed that the four /3 strands form an antiparallel /3 sheet where the strand arrangement is f31-/32-f34-/33. Eventually, the f34-strand turns back and goes into the space between the f32-and f33-strands (Fig. 2) .
For the interaction between the al-helix and the f3-sheet, NOES were observed for the side chains of the pairs of residues, Ile 16-Trp 26, lie 16-Lys 25, and Ile 16-Phe 34. For the a3-helix and the f3-sheet, NOES were seen between Phe 81-Tyr 109, and for the interaction of the a2-helix with the al-and a3-helices, NOES appeared for the pairs, Leu [Vol. 70(B), 54-Phe 81, and His 61-Trp 11. Based on these NOES, we could predict the folding topology of the secondary structure elements. The three helices form a bundle and are located on the one side of the /3-sheet. The structural feature is schematically shown in Fig. 2 .
The 1H-15N HSQC spectra were measured for a protein solution with the synthesized DNA added at different DNA/protein ratios. Several peaks were found change in intensity and signal width. The broadening was remarkable for some residues in the a2-helix, the N terminal region of the al-helix and the ci3-helix.
Discussion. IRF2(113) exhibits the arrangement of the secondary structure elements as crl-~31-f32-loop-a2-loop-a3-~33-loop-~34. The four /3 strands form an antiparallel /3-sheet and three a helices are located on one side of the sheet forming a bundle. Some of the amide proton signals of the a3-helix broadened out on the addition of DNA. According to the concept of a recognition helix, this cr3-helix seems to be the helix which directly interacts with DNA.
The long loop connecting the (32-strand and the a2-helix is characteristic. It extends from the end of the /32-strand, folds back at the middle of the loop, and then continues to the a2-helix, forming a distorted helical structure. This folded loop may be involved in the interaction with DNA, as judged from the shift on DNA titration. There are other loops connecting the cr2-and a3-helices, and /33-and /34-strands, respectively.
One of the unique features of the IRF-2(113) protein is that it contains many proline residues (ten in total). Proline residues often disrupt regular secondary structures and occur at the edges of the secondary structures, forming turns or unordered structures. In fact, nine of them are distributed in unordered or loop regions. Four of them are located at the terminal positions of secondary structures. In contrast to the other prolines, the Pro 10 residue is included in the al-helix, although it does not disturb the helical structure.
There are some other transcription factors (ISGF3y12) c-myb sequences were aligned. Recent NMR work on DNA binding domain R3 of the c-myb protein showed that it contains HTH type binding motif which was supported by the hydrophobic interaction through the side chains of the aromatic residues, Trp and His14). When we compare the locations and lengths of the corresponding helices with those in c-myb repeats, there are remarkable differences between them (Fig. 3) . The a3-helix of c-myb, R3 the regognition helix, consists of eleven residues from Asp 70 to Ser 80 (numbering follows that of IRF-2). In IRF-2(113), the N terminal region (Asp 70 to Pro 74) of the corresponding part is involved in a turn or a loop caused by the presence of two proline residues. In this regard, the transcription factors in the IFN system belong to a different family of DNA binding proteins from the c-myb family. IRF-2(113) does not contain any homologous amino acid sequence to that of any kind of known DNA binding motif. However, its overall structural feature is quite similar to that of the C-terminal DNA binding domain of the bacterial activator protein, CAP,15) and to those of the DNA binding domains of heat shock transcription factors (HSF) from yeast' and Drosophila19~ (Fig. 4) . They share an a1-/31-f32-a2-a3-f33-f34 sequence of secondary structure elements. The lengths of the elements are similar to each other, although there is no sequence homology among them.
The number of amino acid residues of the turn in a typical 11TH motif is three, like in that of CAP, but that of the turn between a2 and a3 in IRF-2(113) is 10, i.e., much longer than 5 of HSF. In addition to the long turn, a typical difference in the structures of the CAP domain and IRF-2(113) is the presence of long loops between /32 and a2, and between /33 and /34. Recently the winged-helix DNA binding motif was proposed to be a variant of the HTH motif. 17) A hepatocyte nuclear factor-3y (HNF-3y), which is a member of the fork head family, contains a three a helix bundle supported by a three stranded antiparallel /3 sheet including an 8 residue turn connecting a2 and a3 and two loops (wings) between /33 and /34, and at the C terminal region. 18) In the secondary structure arrangement and the presence of long loops, IRF-2(113) is also similar to the DNA binding domains of the fork head family transcription factors. Numbering of residues is according to the IRF-2 sequence.
Expected secondary structure elements and conserved tryptophane residues among these proteins are indicated by shaded boxes.
From the evidence, the DNA binding domain of IRF-2 will be classified into the a+f3 HTH-like structure class whose members are not related by sequence homology. However, the absence of sequence homology among these proteins suggests that the IRF family transcription factors were derived from other transcription factors at an early stage of evolution. 
